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COVID19? [0:38]

Substack [5:26]

Testing won’t save us [32:14]

CDC pushes a flawed analysis [39:09]

Boosting kids 12 to 17? [49:53]

Is this a pandemic of the unvaccinated? [1:05:12]

Kaiser Northwest Estimate of Myocarditis/Pericarditis compared to CDC's estimate | 
A New Study [1:25:52]

UPDATED DATA: UK Myocarditis Authors Stratify by Sex for Men under 40- Vax vs 
Virus [1:31:06]

College Campus Restrictions Have Reached Peak Madness | They will harm mental 
health [1:42:26]

NIH Director tried to stop an needed scientific debate | My New STAT News Op-Ed 
[1:54:10]
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Plenary Session 4.38 Show Notes

Overview

Boosters, CDC study, Paul Offitt Quote | Will Science Enter a Death 
Spiral Post COVID19? [0:38]

YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Paul Offitt

Paul Offit is an American pediatrician specializing in infectious diseases, 
vaccines, immunology, and virology

He is an inventor of a rotavirus vaccine

Atlantic Piece

Interpretation

Source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XMkq8ik1sU&t=43s
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjD-fW2gcf1AhXRlWoFHbLpAp8QmhN6BAhZEAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPaul_Offit&usg=AOvVaw0T5Bgwg5Vn6CnxtyqWwe8e
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2022/01/should-teens-get-booster-omicron/621222/
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This is an incredible comment from a man who has dedicated his life and 
career to the promotion of safe and effective vaccinations.

This gentleman is on record as saying that he doesn't think his own son 
should get a booster 

That really should raise serious alarm bells across the community

“I think it reflects a broader conversation that needs 
to be had.” -VP

Substack [5:26]

Will Science do better post COVID19?

The truth is we were not good long before COVID19

Science and politics

Some issues in science were wed universally with one political 
party or the other, but COVID-19 has amplified that

Science is not a set of facts

It's a way of thinking about the world

Scientific topics must be approached methodically and experimentally 
to help clarify between different hypotheses that explain observable 
facts

Confounding by indication

Are Observational, Real-World Studies Suitable to Make Cancer Treatment 
Recommendations?

Banerjee & Prasad; JAMA Network Open

“The only way to separate your hope and your wishful 
thinking from the true effect is randomization” - VP

Demonizing people

https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/will-science-do-a-better-post-covid19
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NAdWvqfcfSoFGllIB2GPP-J52gJN4S5x/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NAdWvqfcfSoFGllIB2GPP-J52gJN4S5x/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NAdWvqfcfSoFGllIB2GPP-J52gJN4S5x/view
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A fiasco in the making? As the coronavirus pandemic takes hold, we are 
making decisions without reliable data

By John P.A. Ioannidis; March 17, 2020; STAT 

Stealth ResearchIs Biomedical Innovation Happening Outside the Peer-
Reviewed Literature?

By John P.A. Ioannidis; JAMA

Kids

⚕ “MedTwitter is completely off the mark in its appraisal of evidence for 
restrictions in children. The World Health Organization & UNICEF do 
not advise any child under 6 to be masked, and yet many American 
scientists believe that they ought to. They don’t appreciate that there 
is no evidence to support such a claim; Instead, they return to the 
cognitive delusions of reductionism & action bias. Recently, when 
they finally accepted evidence that cloth masks do not work to slow 
viral spread in a population; they oddly called for use of more 
restrictive masks kn95 or equivalent in kids. These also lack any 
germane randomized trials to show benefit in any context at these 
ages.” - Source

Cancer Screening

Reduced Lung-Cancer Mortality with Volume CT Screening in a 
Randomized Trial (NELSON Trial)

de Koning et al., NEJM

https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2110977
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2110977
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/will-science-do-a-better-post-covid19
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa1911793
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa1911793
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa1911793
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Colorectal cancer screening at a younger age: pitfalls in the model-based 
recommendation of the USPSTF 

Powell & Prasad, BMJ EBM

Politics

These COVID issues are all political, but where will it stop? Will blood 
pressure medicines become political?

Politics is a way of creating tribes, and university professors are not 
immune to these temptations

“I think very few people have actually independently 
appraised every single study on masking before they 

https://ebm.bmj.com/content/early/2021/10/10/bmjebm-2021-111793.full?ijkey=Bd8ym9SzszvFfAo&keytype=ref
https://ebm.bmj.com/content/early/2021/10/10/bmjebm-2021-111793.full?ijkey=Bd8ym9SzszvFfAo&keytype=ref
https://ebm.bmj.com/content/early/2021/10/10/bmjebm-2021-111793.full?ijkey=Bd8ym9SzszvFfAo&keytype=ref
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tell you what they think about masking” - VP

Evidence for Community Cloth Face Masking to Limit the Spread of SARS‐
CoV‑2: A Critical Review

By Ian T. Liu, Vinay Prasad, and Jonathan J. Darrow; CATO Institute

The need for debate

The absence of discussion sponsored by the world's biggest academic 
research institutes has hampered policymakers' ability to navigate the 
science

One probable explanation is that universities are indebted to their 
donors, and their backers are participating in the tribal political science 
game.

The more their funders participate in the tribal political science 
game, the more afraid they are to even hold the discussion.

Testing won’t save us [32:14]
YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Substack

Testing won’t save us

There are 9 considerations that they are missing when it comes to mass 
testing:

1. No one has any tests

2. Many tests have limited sensitivity

3. Low pre-test probability

4. The distribution of testing

5. Testing is only helpful if you have the resources to make salutatory choices as a 
result of the information

6. Risk reduction vs delaying infection

https://www.cato.org/working-paper/evidence-community-cloth-face-masking-limit-spread-sars-cov-2-critical-review#
https://www.cato.org/working-paper/evidence-community-cloth-face-masking-limit-spread-sars-cov-2-critical-review#
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddoEWHPEfyY
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/testing-wont-save-us
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7. Harms of testing

8. Contact tracing is impossible in most circumstances

9. Testing creates anxiety and anchors our mind

CDC pushes a flawed analysis [39:09]
YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Substack

CDC pushes a flawed analysis | Does COVID cause diabetes in kids? | A doctor 
analyzes an MMWR paper

Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR)

Risk for Newly Diagnosed Diabetes >30 Days After SARS-CoV-2 Infection 
Among Persons Aged <18 Years

Source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBUshlyJYJ4
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/does-covid19-cause-diabetes-in-kids
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/does-covid19-cause-diabetes-in-kids
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/does-covid19-cause-diabetes-in-kids
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/mm7102e2.htm?s_cid=mm7102e2_w
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/mm7102e2.htm?s_cid=mm7102e2_w
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/mm7102e2.htm?s_cid=mm7102e2_w
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/pdfs/mm7102e2-H.pdf
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Issues

1. The whole analysis hinges on the idea that age-sex matched kids without 
covid should be comparable to the kids who got covid in terms of risk of 
diabetes

2. They don’t have the true denominator

3. Kids who seek medical care for COVID19 may get more blood tests than 
those without COVID19, and perhaps more than those with other 
respiratory viruses in yesteryear

Source

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/pdfs/mm7102e2-H.pdf
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4. The HealthVerity database is particularly odd, as the kids who get tested but 
test negative might be very dissimilar from those with COVID19

5. Lastly, the CDC uses this study to push vaccination

Boosting kids 12 to 17? [49:53]
YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

The Dialogue

This is for the cohort of 12 to 17 year olds who already have had two doses of 
the Pfizer product five months after the second dose

Some argue that you must think deeply about society; what is the net 
advantage of having a larger population, especially a larger population of 
teenagers, on pandemic dynamics?

It's difficult to predict the effect of having a booster recommendation like 
this for the individual in the nursing home on the third party

“No one knows what the impact of these decisions will 
have on the broader pandemic trajectory” - VP

We don't know what this booster policy may mean for the broader population 
dynamics

For that reason, we generally don't make broad sweeping medical decisions 
for individuals based on what it might mean for other people when the 
models and assumptions are speculative

When it comes to regulatory science and vaccine science, you need to 
operate with incredible caution

You need to also preserve long term credibility and institutional 
credibility

Is this a pandemic of the unvaccinated? [1:05:12]
YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRhzQsu6MXM
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Watch this video on YouTube

Is this a pandemic of the unvaccinated?

We know very clearly, that there are things that you can do to lower your risk of 
severe outcomes for SARS-CoV-2 (e.g., vaccination)

What about symptomatic disease?

Omicron has changed this dynamic entirely

However, in regard to hospitalization and death, the status of being 
unvaccinated is a massive risk factor

But is this still a pandemic of the unvaccinated?

As Omicron continues to spread, the unvaccinated individuals who survive 
and develop natural immunity will become more resilient to future strains

“So if you think about it as the issue is, ‘the average 
person out there is unvaccinated → that's the problem.’ 
That's probably a misguided way. It's the vulnerable 
people who even when they get vaccinated, they may be 
very vulnerable next year” - VP

They're the individuals you want to concentrate on, and it's not meant to 
be disparaging; it's not anyone's fault that people contract COVID-19

5 versus 10 days of quarantine [1:13:09]
YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Thoughts

“If I don't know that masking kids in school lowers the spread of 
SARS-CoV-2, I would have ran a cluster randomized control 
trial” - VP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcLGXFOdtt0&t=44s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyABKTcZ3Ik
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It is not intuitive.

 It's not clear that five days is going to be much worse than 10 days, etc.

Principles

1. When you have a wide scale home testing, you're going to get a lot of positive 
results

a. You want to strike a balance between a sensible precaution, and also 
having an ample labor force

i. If you go from 10 days to five days, you're going to free up a lot of 
people sooner

2. Testing for the virus is not sort of a homogenous thing

a. The distribution of testing is not egalitarian, it's not fair, and may not even be 
rational

3. By shrinking the period of time, not only do you have an impact on a person's 
ability to propagate the virus, you're also changing the incentive to seek testing 
in the first place

“Some of our draconian mandates that make us feel good 
about that we're doing something and sending a message 
may actually erode health outcomes more broadly”- VP

Kaiser Northwest Estimate of Myocarditis/Pericarditis compared to 
CDC's estimate | A New Study [1:25:52]

YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Risk of Myopericarditis following COVID-19 mRNA vaccination in a Large 
Integrated Health System: A Comparison of Completeness and Timeliness of 
Two Methods

Sharff et al., medrxiv

Methods

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_df67JdhGB8
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
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The author’s strength is that she is employing an electronic medical record 
search that extends beyond the ICD 10 codes

Takeaways

1. What does this have to do with the CDC method?

a. The CDC is missing an ICD code

b. Some people were hospitalized outside of surveillance center sites

c. These bills are still being processed even 30 days after immunization, so 
there may be an increase from all three sources together

Results

Source

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1.full.pdf
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UPDATED DATA: UK Myocarditis Authors Stratify by Sex for Men 
under 40- Vax vs Virus [1:31:06]

YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Substack

UK Now Reports Myocarditis stratified by Age & Sex After Vaccine Or Sars-cov-
2

Nature Medicine Paper

Risks of myocarditis, pericarditis, and cardiac arrhythmias associated with 
COVID-19 vaccination or SARS-CoV-2 infection

Patone et al., Nature Medicine

Source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NR_ZVzrTeYk
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/uk-now-reports-myocarditis-stratified?justPublished=true
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/uk-now-reports-myocarditis-stratified?justPublished=true
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01630-0.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01630-0.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01630-0.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1.full.pdf
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Source

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01630-0.pdf
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Takeaways

We need to take an approach in line with a sensible middle ground

It entails maximizing the advantages of vaccination products while 
attempting to limit the drawbacks or damage

College Campus Restrictions Have Reached Peak Madness | They 
will harm mental health [1:42:26]

YouTube

Watch this video on YouTube

Substack

What we are doing to college kids is total madness

Overview

When it comes to COVID19, there are only 3 things any of us can do:

1. We can lower the risk of bad outcomes when we encounter the virus.

2. We can delay the time to meet the virus

3. We can engage in theater which does not delay the time to meet the virus

Categories

Category 1 (risk reduction)

Source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpY-7qkhxEQ&t=111s
https://vinayprasadmdmph.substack.com/p/what-we-are-doing-to-college-kids
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01630-0.pdf
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Category 2 (delay time to virus)

Category 3 (useless, virtue signaling theater)

Coverage

NIH Director tried to stop an needed scientific debate | My New 
STAT News Op-Ed [1:54:10]

YouTube

Source

https://twitter.com/mtracey/status/1473907420783161352?s=20
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Watch this video on YouTube

STAT 

At a time when the U.S. needed Covid-19 dialogue between scientists, Francis 
Collins moved to shut it down

Great Barrington Declaration

⚕ “As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health scientists we 
have grave concerns about the damaging physical and mental health 
impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies, and recommend an 
approach we call Focused Protection.”

John Snow Memorandum

⚕ “We are holding an emergency summit to discuss the risks posed to 
children as schools re-open at high rates of community transmission, with 
almost no mitigations in England, and most children being unvaccinated 
as they return. At the summit we will discuss the current schools policy in 
England, and the urgent steps we need to take to protect our children and 
communities.”

Recovery Trial

Email

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2weOjDogC4
https://www.statnews.com/2021/12/23/at-a-time-when-the-u-s-needed-covid-19-dialogue-between-scientists-francis-collins-moved-to-shut-it-down/
https://www.statnews.com/2021/12/23/at-a-time-when-the-u-s-needed-covid-19-dialogue-between-scientists-francis-collins-moved-to-shut-it-down/
https://www.statnews.com/2021/12/23/at-a-time-when-the-u-s-needed-covid-19-dialogue-between-scientists-francis-collins-moved-to-shut-it-down/
https://gbdeclaration.org/
https://www.johnsnowmemo.com/
https://www.recoverytrial.net/
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Other people mentioned:

Venkatesh Murthy, MD

Dr. Jeanne Ann Noble

 Gil Welch, MD 

Barry Kramer 

Walid F. Gellad, MD, MPH

Cody Meissner, MD

Rochelle Walensky

Stefan Baral

Plenary Session is a podcast on medicine, oncology, & health policy.

Host: Vinay Prasad, MD MPH from University of California, San Francisco.

Tweet your feedback to @Plenary_Session or e-mail 
plenarysessionpodcast@gmail.com.

Written By: Kerrington L. Powell B.S.

Source

https://medicine.umich.edu/dept/radiology/venkatesh-murthy-md
https://www.ucsfhealth.org/providers/dr-jeanne-ann-noble
https://csph.brighamandwomens.org/?team=gil-welch
https://csph.brighamandwomens.org/?team=gil-welch
https://cancerletter.com/in-brief/20181102_6/
https://profiles.dom.pitt.edu/dgim/faculty_info.aspx/Gellad5731
https://www.tuftschildrenshospital.org/physiciandirectory/h-cody-meissner
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj0r6ikuMn1AhVElmoFHeXWC0cQtwJ6BAgGEAM&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.massgeneral.org%2Fnews%2Frochelle-walensky&usg=AOvVaw2xiwqd5WuPB1Pqedo-_ODR
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi99oD6v8n1AhUulGoFHR4LDrEQFnoECA4QAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublichealth.jhu.edu%2Ffaculty%2F2433%2Fstefan-baral&usg=AOvVaw1M9Z8DNN8lpkstGc2N9b6X
https://www.statnews.com/2021/12/23/at-a-time-when-the-u-s-needed-covid-19-dialogue-between-scientists-francis-collins-moved-to-shut-it-down/

